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This project relies on contemporary literary criticism and the burgeoning critical field of visual 
studies to weave together the poetry of 19th-century British Romantics and a present day debate 
over the possibility of a right to digital privacy. A 2010 European Union court decision brought 
public attention to “the right to be forgotten.” This ruling concluded that individuals have the 
right to request personal information be scrubbed from online searches, should that information 
be shown to negatively or unfairly impact their livelihood. Yet, the establishment of “the right to 
be forgotten”—more evocatively translated as “the right to oblivion”—raises more complexity 
than it puts to rest. What does the desire to remove the online traces of past discrepancies reveal 
about digitization and temporality? What can the legal mediation between individual and 
corporation (in this case Google) reveal about the modern state of personal identity? As is so 
often the case, these contemporary questions find their roots in the past. I turn to the early 
19thcentury because it is an era consumed by questions of rights; its poetry is so often the poetry 
of appearance and remembrance. Keats’ 1818 sonnet expresses a fear that his pen may fail to 
collect the details of his life before it ends. That is, what is in his past may not be made available 
to influence his future reception. The sonnet concludes with a meditation on oblivion: “I stand 
alone and think,/ Till love and fame to nothingness do sink.” Through the poetry of the 
19thcentury and with critics such as Judith Butler (“the right to appear”), Nicholas Mirzoeff 
(“the right to look”), and others whose work contends with the potential force of appearance, I 
examine the politics of disappearance and its potential as a site of resistance. 


